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Overview

Producing exceptional and immersive

site-specific opera, On Site Opera (OSO)

has established itself as one of New York

City’s most imaginative, nimble opera

companies by doing more than simply

staging musically and dramatically rich

works outside of the opera house. OSO’s

team has pushed the boundaries of

operatic storytelling, producing operas in

locations that allow singers and

audiences alike to fully lose themselves

in the narrative.
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Acclaim

“The ultimate in intimate productions”

- The New York Times



“One of New York’s most original and

enterprising companies”

- WQXR



"So much more than ‘Sleep No More’."

-The Observer
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OSO Staff

Eric Einhorn



General &amp; Artistic Director

Eric Einhorn has been praised by The Austin Chronicle as “a rising star in the opera world”

and by Opera News for his “keen eye for detail and character insight.” He is the co-founder of

On Site Opera, a company dedicated to immersive, site- specific productions. Mr. Einhorn has

directed productions for Chicago Lyric Opera, Glimmerglass Opera, Pittsburgh Opera, Ft.

Worth Opera, Wolf Trap Opera, Florentine Opera, Austin Lyric Opera, Utah Opera, Michigan

Opera Theater, the Pacific Symphony, and Gotham Chamber Opera. He has been a member

of the stage directing staff at the Metropolitan Opera since 2005. The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

named Mr. Einhorn’s production of Dialogues des Carmélites for Pittsburgh Opera one of the

top ten classical music performances of 2011. He originally created the production for Austin

Lyric Opera in 2009 and was awarded “Best Opera” at the Austin Critics’ Table Awards in

addition to garnering him a nomination for “Best Director.” During summer of 2014, he

directed Rameau’s Pygmalion at Madame Tussauds New York and the Lifestyle-Trimco

mannequin showroom. This production featured the world’s first implementation of

supertitles for Google Glass.
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OSO Staff

Piper Gunnarson

Executive Director



Piper Gunnarson is a seasoned nonprofit arts administrator, with a background in theater

administration for organizations spanning all manifestations of the art form including classical

plays, new work, musicals, and children’s theater. Prior to joining the team at On Site Opera,

Piper was the Managing Director for the Random Farms Kids’ Theater, a prominent youthfocused theater institution in Westchester, NY, where she steered strategic plans to establish

and strengthen the administrative functions of the company. Prior to that, Piper served as the

General Manager / Producer for the Gallatin Arts Festival, the Director of Development for

the Abingdon Theatre Company, and has consulted for numerous nonprofit theaters on

fundraising and strategic planning. She also worked in the Education/Outreach Department

for the Geffen Playhouse, managed grants for the Will Geer Theatricum, and apprenticed with

the Lark Play Development Center on program management. Piper holds a B.A. in Theatre

from the University of California, San Diego and an M.A. in Leadership For The Arts from

NYU’s Gallatin School Of Individualized Study.
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OSO Staff

Geoffrey McDonald

Music Director



Hailed by The Philadelphia Inquirer as a “promising and confident” member of the new generation of American

conductors, Geoffrey McDonald commands a broad repertoire with extensive experience in operatic, symphonic, and

choral works. He is steadily gaining recognition for his versatility – “an agile conductor…whose pacing is sure in both

reflective and restless passages” (The New York Times) – and for his “original and flexible musical imagination” (The New

York Observer). Geoffrey’s passion for promoting new or neglected pieces and his enthusiasm for fresh, innovative

presentation combine in his work as Music Director of On Site Opera, whose immersive production of Paisiello’s

Barbiere di Siviglia in the summer of 2015 earned wide critical acclaim. Opera News wrote: “[McDonald] led with brio

and admirable ensemble,” while The New York Times noted, “the conductor, Geoffrey McDonald, drew stylish, nimble

playing”. This success followed recent productions of Handel operas, Orlando and Alcina, for which he partnered with

director R.B. Schlather to create inventive art-installation-opera: “Conductor Geoffrey McDonald repeated the miracle of

nuanced coordination [in On Site Opera’s production of Paisiello’s Barber of Seville] between orchestra and singers he

recently accomplished with Orlando downtown” (The New York Observer). He has acted as Assistant Conductor for

Opera Philadelphia, the American Symphony Orchestra, and Gotham Opera. A dedicated educator, he has served on

the faculties of Bard College and the Longy School of Music, and was Music Director of the Philadelphia Young Artists

Orchestra and the Columbia University Bach Society. He is an active composer, and an original member (cellist/

songwriter) of indie rock band Miracles of Modern Science. He earned his Masters in Conducting at Mannes College,

and his Bachelors in Music at Princeton University.
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2017 Productions
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Mozart’s The Secret Gardener

West Side Garden

May 11-13, 2017 at West Side Community Garden (May 14, 2017 - rain date)

123 West 89th Street, New York, NY 10025

Tickets: Free with reservation at www.osopera.org/secretgardener/



On Site Opera announces a partnership with The Atlanta Opera’s Discoveries series

to bring Mozart’s The Secret Gardener (La finta giardiniera) to life in a new sitespecific co-production. Performances will mark a bi-city first for both companies.

Written by an 18-year-old Mozart, The Secret Gardener is a story of love, madness,

and redemption that unfolds in the lush setting of a beautiful garden. Disguises and

mistaken identities abound in Mozart’s charming tale of a triple love triangle!



The production will be performed with spoken dialogue, drawing on the singspiel

roots of the piece, and be accompanied by a wind octet and double bass – a

traditional ensemble for 18th century outdoor performances. While the audience will

be stationary, the performers will appear everywhere in the garden, surrounding the

audience in the story. An exciting new English translation by Kelley Rourke will be

replete with garden and floral imagery to anchor the story even more into the space.
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Darius Milhaud’s The Guilty Mother

The Garage

June 20 &amp; 22-24, 2017 at The Garage

611 West 50th Street (Between 11th &amp; 12th Avenues)



On Site Opera presents the U.S. premiere and new site-specific production of Darius

Milhaud’s La mère coupable (The Guilty Mother). For the premiere, OSO partners with

the Darius Milhaud Society and the award-winning International Contemporary

Ensemble (ICE). The site-specific production celebrates the 125th birthday of Milhaud

and is dedicated to Katharine Warne, composer and founder of the Darius Milhaud

Society. La mère coupable also marks the completion of OSO’s three-year Figaro

Project, in which the company is staging lesser-known operatic adaptations of French

playwright Beaumarchais’ (1732-1799) famed trilogy of Figaro plays.



Audiences will enter The Garage, and walk into the quickly-declining world of the

Almaviva family. The raw and cavernous space will echo the isolation and broken

qualities of the characters as we now find them. Audiences will observe the narrative

from two different locations with the venue, and will always be surrounded by the

characters as they continually inhabit the space.
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